














Rhode Island Energy Facilities Siting Board Public Hearing  
On the Proposed Invenergy Power Plant in Burrillville, RI 

 
Comments of Matt Brown 

Former Rhode Island Secretary of State 
91 Williams St, Providence, RI 

 
April 11, 2018 

 
 

Members of the Energy Facilities Siting Board, 
 
I oppose the  construction of the Invenergy Clear River Energy Center (CREC) in 
Burrillville for the following  reasons: 
 
The proposed plant’s energy is not needed.  Last year, ISO-NE, our regional grid 
operator, determined there was no foreseeable need for the plant’s power.  In February, 
2017, ISO’s forward capacity auction -- which secures energy to meet Rhode Island’s 
future energy demands -- demonstrated that CREC’s energy will not be needed over the 
next three years.  In addition, ISO’s 2017 Capacity, Energy, Loads, and Transmission 
Report predicts declining peak load demand for the next ten years.  
 
The pollutants from the plant would be harmful to human health and the 
environment.   The plant would pump hazardous toxins and more than 3.6 million tons 
of carbon dioxide into the air a year, harming the health of Rhode Islanders and making 
it impossible to meet even our timid carbon reduction goals.  It would move us backward 
in fighting climate change when we need to be moving forward with much greater speed 
and determination. 
 
Natural gas infrastructure is not short term. The plant would likely operate for 30 
years or more.   Building this fossil fuel infrastructure would be a long-term anchor to the 
past, locking Rhode Island into the polluting, monopoly energy economy of the 19th 
century for at least another generation. 
 
Building a renewable energy system would create vastly more jobs than building 
the plant.  Invenergy projects that 300 jobs would be created to build the plant and 25 
permanent jobs to maintain it. Creating a local renewable energy system in Rhode 
Island, on the other hand, would create thousands of new and permanent, well-paying 
jobs that cannot be outsourced. The Department of Energy’s 2017 U.S. Energy and 
Employment Report showed that renewable electricity jobs are already driving the 



nation’s electric energy economy, outstripping the number of jobs in the fossil fuel 
electric industry (including coal, gas, and oil workers) by at least five to one.  
 
Rhode Island should be a leader in the transition to a clean energy system.  While 
many leaders in Rhode Island talk about renewable energy as if it is a part of our distant 
future, our neighboring states are building new energy systems powered by water, wind 
and sun today.  ISO-NE’s recent 2018 Regional Electricity Outlook revealed that in New 
England last year, for the first time there were more new wind power projects than new 
natural gas plants seeking connection to the grid.  Massachusetts and New York are 
moving ahead with plans to bring 4 gigawatts of offshore wind power online by 2030, 
which represent more electricity than our state uses every year. Creating this new 
energy system is the biggest economic opportunity in generations.  
 
If Rhode Island allows the Invenergy plant to go forward, we will be doomed to lag 
behind the economic curve once again. Rhode Islanders will be left out and left behind.  
 
Rhode Island should scrap its plan for the Invenergy fossil fuel plant and leave it in the 
dustbin of history where it belongs, and instead mobilize to build the energy economy of 
the future. With the wind off the Rhode Island coast, our state has enough renewable 
resources to produce twice the energy we use. Experts say Rhode Island could be “the 
Saudi Arabia of wind power.” Rhode Island can and should be the first state that not 
only produces all of its energy from local, truly clean renewable resources -- but also 
exports surplus renewable energy to other states. 
 
We are at a fork in the road. We have everything we need to be a leader in the new 
energy economy. We have a  once in a century opportunity to secure our economic 
future, clean our air and water, protect the health and wellbeing of our residents and 
leave our children a legacy we can be proud of. We cannot afford to let this opportunity 
pass us by. We must seize it. 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to provide you with my comments. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Matt Brown 
Former Rhode Island Secretary of State 

























Rhode Island Energy Facility Siting Board      10/10/2017 

89 Jefferson Blvd 

Warwick, RI  02888 

 

re: SB2015-06 

       

Dear EFSB Members, 

 

Although the Clear River Energy Center (CREC) will be located in my backyard (I live about 1.5 miles 

downwind), I initially was ambivalent about it's construction. I thought perhaps any negative impacts 

could be offset by reductions in my property taxes, that building activity may be helpful to the local 

economy and, as a small business owner, I looked forward to lower electricity costs promised by the 

developer. My research, however, has lead me to the conclusion that any benefit CREC may promise is 

vastly overshadowed by it's negative impacts. It began with concerns over the amounts of particulate 

emissions the plant will put out. We are relatively new Burrillville residents and moved here to have 

room for horses and so I could plant a large vegetable garden. Having watched as my father and an 

uncle suffered with and died from cancer, the last thing I want to be breathing and eating is more 

carcinogens. When I began to learn more about the area where this plant will be built and what a 

critical wildlife corridor it is and the fact that we as taxpayers have made a significant investment in 

preserving it, the benefits paled further. When I learned that on a $15,000 annual electric bill I may 

save (at Invenergy's most optimistic estimate) a whopping $100 or so, I realized it was simply not 

worth it. When I continually see us breaking temperature records and watched the devastation caused 

by the freakish hurricane season of this past summer, it becomes clear that allowing this plant to go 

forward in light of such evidence would be criminal. This is what happens when something is proposed 

for your backyard: you do the research and learn the facts.  Many people like to minimize citizen 

concerns as “NIMBYism”. When something is proposed in your backyard, you become much more 

well informed than the average citizen. When you become more informed, it becomes clear that 

approval of the CREC would be a horrible mistake. 

 

Over the past 2 years, you have been inundated with expert testimony and reams of documents. Over 

the coming weeks, you will no doubt be hit with much more. At the end, Invenergy's lawyers will sum 

things up by saying that they have crossed all their t's and dotted all their i's. That they had more 

lawyers and experts on their side. That they all commanded higher hourly billing rates than the 

opposition. Therefore, you have no choice but to approve this project. The easy thing for you to do 

would be to agree with them, to “go with the flow” and approve the project, maybe with a few 

stipulations. I challenge you to take the more difficult path but the right path. My wish and hope is that 

you will stop, step back, and consider the law from which you derive your authority and realize there is 

no way in good conscience you can approve this project. 

 

It is clear that under State law, you must reject the proposed Clear River Energy Center since it will 

cause unacceptable harm to the environment as defined in the law. 
 

The Board's rules, which echo 42-98-11, state the following: 

 
(b) The board shall issue a decision granting a license only upon finding that the applicant has shown that: 

…... 

 (3) The proposed facility will not cause unacceptable harm to the environment and will enhance the social-

economic fabric of the state. 

 



Unfortunately, this language is not clear, for it raises the question of what defines “unacceptable” harm. 

While other standards of the board such as necessity and cost effectiveness can be quantified, the idea 

of what constitutes “acceptable harm” to the environment is highly subjective. Thus, to achieve more 

clarity, one must dig deeper in the legislation to discover the legislative intent: 

 

The Energy Facility Siting Act 42-98-2 Declaration of Policy states: 
 

(3) The energy shall be produced at the least possible cost to the consumer consistent with the objective of 

ensuring that the construction, operation, and decommissioning of the facility shall produce the fewest possible 

adverse effects on the quality of the state's environment; most particularly, its land and its wildlife and 

resources, the health and safety of its citizens, the purity of its air and water, its aquatic and marine life, and 

its esthetic and recreational value to the public; (emphasis added) 
 

 

 When one returns to a careful reading of the legislation, the concept of what constitutes “unacceptable 

harm” becomes clearer. So too does the Board's obligation under law, for it is impossible to make a 

logical argument which arrives at the conclusion that siting the largest fracked gas fired power plant in 

New England in the middle of one of the only remaining wildlife corridors in the northeast would 

“produce the fewest possible adverse effects on the quality of the state's environment; most particularly 

its land and its wildlife...”.  Likewise, it is impossible to come to the conclusion that siting an industrial 

facility with its impervious surfaces, its 2 million gallons of diesel fuel and its 40,000 gallons of 

ammonia adjacent to State recreational lands would produce the fewest possible adverse effects on the 

environment's “esthetic and recreational value”. 

 

In your advisory opinions, no conclusion either way can be gleaned from the State reports, partially 

because of the limited information presented by the applicant. For example, RIDEM, in their advisory 

opinion of 9/12/16, states that they do not have enough information to make a judgment on whether the 

proposal would create “unacceptable harm” to the environment. The DEM permits the applicant needs 

will not be completed before your deadline is reached. Nor do DEM permits address the over arching 

concern of forest fragmentation and natural resource preservation. Permits or not, one simply needs to 

look at a map to realize that this rural area, for decades the focus of State efforts in forest preservation 

is no place for an industrial facility of such size and impact. In fact, one does not need a new study, for 

it has already been done during the far more exhaustive Environmental Impact Study completed in1988 

for the Ocean State Power Plant in which the DEM, considering the “Buck Hill Road site” stated: 

 

        ( It) is not only botanically significant , but •••• highly utilized for recreational purposes including          

camping ( Georqe Washinqton and Buck Hill Scout Reservation ), hunting , fishing , and hiking among    

others . I would recommend that this Site No . 1 (i,e. , Buck Hill), not be considered for this power plant 

project , not only because of a close proximity to Dry Arm Brook , but also because potential impact of 

significant wildlife and plant species as well as the recreation in this area . On the basis of what I know 

of these sites I have listed, this seems by far the most inappropriate location for a power plant .  (pg. 

W-132) 

 

In the same report, the US Department of the Interior Fish and Wildlife Service states: 

 

However, Buck Hill Road was not carried forward as a recommended site by the FERC because of 

environmental limitations. 

….the FERC identifies the proposed power plants as objectionably intrusive in areas that have, among 

other features, parks and wildlife refuges. Thus neither the Sherman Farm Road or the Buck Hill Road 

sites are compatible with existing land uses..... (pg. W-12) 



 

 If that is not convincing enough that this proposal will cause unacceptable harm, here are samplings of 

comments from some of the area's leading environmental and non-governmental groups: 

 

Blackstone Valley Heritage Corridor, Inc. 

The extensive elimination of forest and impact to water sources will permanently impact the ability of 

the land to benefit the Town of Burrillville, the “Quiet Corner” of northeastern Connecticut, the nearby 

region of Massachusetts and the Blackstone River Valley National Heritage Corridor. 

 

Blackstone Valley Tourism Council: 

The Clear River Energy Center proposal is a bold contradiction to the values and beliefs held 

important to the Tourism Council and its work and sets the Blackstone Valley back in time.   

 

Burrillville Conservation Commission: 

A finding of No Significant Impact is invalid for this application 

 

South Kingston Conservation Commission: 

the placement of this mega facility ensures an immeasurable adverse impact on the quality of the 

State's environment. 

 

Audubon Society of Rhode Island: 
the proposed Invenergy power plant would undermine the integrity of one of the most intact, forested areas 
in not only in Rhode Island, but also in Southern New England. 
 
Burrillville Land Trust: 
The Invenergy project will destroy almost 200 acres that is surrounded by land paid for by Rhode Island tax 
payers 
 
The Nature Conservancy: 
Building a Power Plant in This Location Would Threaten the Ecosystem and its Biodiversity 
 
Northwest RI Supporters of Open Space: 
And it will inflict significant damage on the distinctive natural habitat that characterizes the northwestern 
corner of our state. 
 
Even the applicant, in their less than thorough impact statement says: “This alteration will reduce the 
quality of the habitat for some species and will render it unsuitable to forest-dependent species.” 
(Application, pg. 76). Perhaps if this referred to a site surrounded by other development, it would be 
considered acceptable harm, but this is a site surrounded by protected land, part of a critical wildlife 
corridor. In this location, Invenergy's stated impact is anything but acceptable. 
 
Consider also  that the Rhode Island Building and Trades Council described the proposed power plant as 
follows: “….this will be the largest construction project in the State of Rhode Island at least since the 
Providence Place Mall (1995) if not the Jamestown Verrazano Bridge (1989) if not ever...” (Rhode Island 

Building and Construction Trades Council Objection to Town of Burrillville Motion to Dismiss pg. 2).  Consider the 
amount of construction traffic the potentially largest project  “ever” would create on roads barely capable of 
handling a single trailer truck. Traffic passing through the iconic villages of Greenville, Chepachet and 
Pascoag. Traffic traveling to a residential neighborhood to  construct this monstrosity on top of an aquifer, in 
the midst of woods and wetlands and tell me how this could possibly produce the “fewest possible adverse 
effects on the State's environment”. 
 

http://www.ripuc.org/efsb/efsb/SB2015_06_M_RIBCTC.pdf
http://www.ripuc.org/efsb/efsb/SB2015_06_M_RIBCTC.pdf


 
All of the above statements should bring the Board to one common sense conclusion: this project in the 
proposed location will cause a great deal of adverse effects (far from the “fewest” as envisioned by the 
enabling legislation). The law is clear. You cannot approve this project because it will cause unacceptable 
harm to the environment as defined in the legislation. 
 
A question one must consider is:  If the Board somehow reaches the conclusion that this proposal,  
locating a huge industrial facility spewing toxic emissions in an area the State has spent countless time 
and dollars working to protect is “acceptable harm” then what, pray tell, would “unacceptable harm”  look 
like? If dropping a 1000 megawatt power plant with its lights and noise and vast impermeable surfaces in 
the middle of a wildlife corridor protected by 3 states is “acceptable harm” what could possibly be 
“unacceptable”? 
Stepping further afield, consider the amount of greenhouse gasses this facility running for the next 30 or 
40 years will emit. Consider that in light of the fact that every month we break records for global mean 
temperatures. That we have just experienced one of the worst hurricane seasons ever with record rainfall 
amounts. Does one hurricane season prove climate change? Maybe not, but it is a preview of what is to 
come as sea temperatures and levels continue to rise. Invenergy's only defense is that CREC will replace 
older technology such as coal. I believe this past summer has shown as that CREC is old technology and 
that we continue top embrace fossil fuels at our peril. We are far beyond the time we should have switched 
to 100% renewables. Can you really look at these facts, consider that we live in the “Ocean State” and 
really tell me that allowing another 30 or 40 years of carbon emissions is “acceptable harm”. Perhaps the 
easy thing to do would be to say this is not your responsibility, but like it or not, if you approve this project 
it will be your legacy that in a time of overwhelming evidence that the burning of fossil fuels is causing 
irreparable harm, you approved yet another plant. 
 
I would ask the Board to carefully consider the term “unacceptable harm” in the more precise language of 
the legislation highlighted above. If you do that, I believe the only conclusion you can reach is that this 
proposal in unacceptable and should be denied. 
 
 
I'd like to add a couple of side notes: 
 
Statewide Planning 
 
Just a brief word about another agency which should have carefully analyzed this proposal and 

rendered an informed answer to the question of “unacceptable harm” is Statewide Planning. In their 

advisory opinion of 8/3/16, however, they simply ignore any effect the proposal would have the 

environment. For example, on page 40, they mention Land Use 2025 Goal 4 which proposes, among 

other things that infrastructure should”...enhance environmental quality..” yet they fail to say anything 

about how this proposal would enhance the environmental quality of the State. Their supplemental 

opinion, seems to make an attempt to address some of the missing elements wherein  they state: “the 

forested lands in this region are some of the largest, least fragmented and highest quality within the 

State.” (p.22). This attempt, however, quickly sheds it's facade when they try to show that mitigation is 

an option. Once that forest is fragmented, there's no fixing it by buying open space somewhere else. 

They also say that preservation of forest is best left to State and municipal land use regulations. The 

fact is that Burrillville has such ordinances in place and the building of CREC would be in violation of 

them.  Your decision to approve this project would make a mockery of the municipalities attempts to 

protect it's forestland as envisioned by Statewide Planning as the proper place for land use regulation. 

In a full review of their advisory opinion, it becomes abundantly clear that  Statewide Planning had a 

conclusion in mind (put simply: power plant = good) prior to writing their report and then chose facts 

to fit that opinion, ignoring others that would have called it into question. Statewide Planning's report is 



more biased propaganda than careful analysis and should be given little weight in the Board's final 

analysis. 
 
 
 
The 1% Question 
 
Invenergy makes much of their calculation that the proposal will reduce regional emissions by 1%, using 
this as an example of how the proposal will “benefit” the environment. I suggest that the board should 
question the validity of this number for a couple of reasons.  First, the legislation was written by the Rhode 
Island Legislature, thus the “environment” is by definition Rhode Island and only Rhode Island. If we 
accept Invenergy's argument that the definition of “Environment” in the legislation should be expanded to 
the constructs of another agency, why not expand it further to the entire US or planet or, conversely 
constrict it to just the Town of Burrillville? All of these arguments are invalid. In terms of Rhode Island's 
emissions, this plant will increase CO2 emissions by approximately 27%, or, looked at another way, all 
things staying equal, this single plant will account for over 20% of Rhode Island's CO2 emissions. Again, 
one must ask: What constitutes acceptable harm? 
 
If we accept Invernegy's argument, that the “environment” as defined by the RI Legislature is actually the 
region defined by ISO-NE, one must still wonder how this reduction could possibly be a positive number. I 
don't believe it takes a mathematician to realize that  there are simply too many variables over time 
included in such a calculation. The answer should be listed as a possible range rather than a definite 
number. Such variables would include: increased reliance on renewable energy, increased efficiency and 
conservation efforts and changes in economic activity. Recent legislation in Massachusetts mandating 
increased reliance on renewables could also impact that number. Given such a small decrease as Invenergy 
projects, given the variables which should be included in their calculations, one can only assume that the 
proposed plant could actually lead to an increase in CO2 and other emissions for the region over time. 
 
Again, I would ask you to please take a step back before you make your decision. Consider what the long 
term consequences of approving this plant will be and revisit the law from which you derive your 
authority and ask your selves again: “will this cause unacceptable harm to the environment?”.  I trust your  

honest answer to that question will be yes and then your answer to Invenergy can only be no. 
 
 
 
 
Walter Chomka, Jr. 
50 Town Farm Rd 
Pascoag, RI  02859 
wchomka@gmail.com 
 
 
 



























































































































































































Elaine Hinton 
Lynne Lane 
Mapleville/Harrisville 
 
 
We built our home here 20 years ago for the calm and clean environment. 
We were living the dream…. 
 
 
We leave our windows open at night….no trucks no sirens…just nature. It’s so quiet that 
sounds travel through the trees…. 
 
 
I hear a low rumble/hum in the evening if I am in a front room…and wonder how much 
louder it is to residents in the location its coming from. Being selfish, I let it pass and just live 
with it. 
After all I can still sit out and watch wild life…. hear the owl in my yard hooting.  Watch the 
bats at dusk.  
 
Well…. I have since woken up…you see I read at night and one magazine is Rolling Stone. 
 
That magazine is what woke me up. 
 
They have published three articles that opened my eyes and caused much worry…. 
 
Again I was thinking…. that’s there not here…HA 
 
Please google Rolling Stone-Fracking and learn about the Monster that we might be 
supporting …….and yes, I am also saying that you…Mr Niland are also a Monster.  
 
Most here probably don’t know all the story behind fracking and what was and is being done 
to people… 
 
The last story that I read was…the eye opener, was 
 
Rolling stone….” What’s Killing The babies of Vernal Utah?” June 22 2015 
 
Well after looking into a bit of this Invenergy proposal…. past the mistruths, and seeing the 
words “FRACKED GAS” …. I again woke up…Holy Crap! What the hell is happening here in 
little Rhode Island??? 
 



Fracking is what killed the babies in Vernal Utah! Still births… “at least 10 in 2013” in a town 
of only 10K 
 
Article January 23, 2013…. Fracking’s Real Life Victims….PA, their water tested positive for 
Arsenic, and methane. 
 
September 19, 2013…Flooding and Fracking in Colorado Double Disaster……. 
 
Are we going to stand by and become supporters of this devastation?   
This power plant build reaches out way further than we in Rhode Island think…. this is the 
partner to Fracking and ruining lives, our Country and its land. 
 
Yes, sound travels in this area……we often hear the cars racing in Thompson…but that ends 
when the race ends. 
You can hear Music in town when there is a festival…. but it ends when the day is done… 
 
This noise and pollution and traffic and all else that comes with this Power Plant will never 
end. 
 
It will ruin our Air, Water, Roads, Town, Homes, Wildlife, and our reputation! 
 
WTH is wrong with this picture?? 
 
No other State would permit this with the knowledge we have now! 
 
Are we going to be Rhode Island…? The Stupid State? 
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Bianco, Todd (PUC)

From: William Horan <billyhoran@cox.net>

Sent: Saturday, February 24, 2018 8:32 AM

To: Bianco, Todd (PUC); ka1rm@aol.com; captbirdfish@gmail.com; 

towncouncil@middletownri.com; louis_dipalma@yahoo.com; Governor (GOV)

Subject: [EXTERNAL] : Power Problem.pdf

Attachments: Power Problem.pdf

Follow Up Flag: Follow up

Flag Status: Flagged

Todd.Bianco@puc.ri.gov 

 

Please see atached WSJ article titled; WSJ New England as a very big power problem today! 

Please consider this at the upcoming Burrillville Combined Cycle natural gas power station hearings. 

William F Horan 

1 Jean Street 

Middletown, RI 02842-4536 

billyhoran@aol.com 

4018465732 

 



todd.bianco@puc.ri.gov, 

Todd  

 I trust that in spite of the mfg barriers that RI has the political courage - stays the course and the 
Burrillville combined cycle power station hearings  are successfully concluded. The subsequent 
implementation once accomplished benefits RI and all of southern New England.   

 

Looking at the big picture for energy and power (latest attached draft summary) today  does RI 
exhibit a comprehension of or subscribe to this reality? The national designated pivot bridge fuel 
to the future, especially for the north east US. That is dual fueled / NG combined cycle power 
stations. Such with expanded and up graded pipe line routes and local LNG storage buffers etc.  

 

The current thinking is that a  Ngas Bridge period logically followed down the road by disruptive 
technologies e.g.  a) existing nuclear fission + new LFTR Thorium and b) out years Nuclear 
fusion.. 

 

HOWEVER THEIR IS STILL A POLITICAL AGENDA  IN PLAY that is hell bent on premature 
wholesale elimination of base load modern clean coal power stations and nuclear power stations. 
Yes, with out considering the economic and yes even ultimately health impacts e.g water & sewer 
processing heating and cooling etc. 

 

The political romance with WWS wind, water and solar mathematically is an abject self 
evident  failure (see the attached numbers). Yes, great political ink and a source of revenue for 
cronies capitalism camp followers. Unfortunately like the still evolving European failure with 
reliance on WWS is an economic time bomb. OBTW the plethora of storage schemes as band 
aids for those low energy density power generation methods is a desperate canard consuming 
even more funds while incapable of delivering a viable solution. Unfortunately Gov Raimondo in 
her recent address to The RI General Assembly subscribes to WWS apparently based on a 
political pseudo science? Today after excessive funding and subsidies direct and indirect only 2% 
penetration has been achieved (see attached data file)! Looking at life-cycle attrition rates the data 
depicts that a meaningful contribution from WWS is impractical. 

 

 I recall that in past years RI PUC provided comprehensive and cogent presentations on the depth 
and breath of energy and power etc.  to IEEE Providence Section and in 2014 a IEEE National 
Technical conference INNOTEK 2014 held here in RI.  

 

However today's Burrillville proposal hearings exhibit a nefarious influence from outside agitators 
aka environmental extremist organizations, some directly or indirectly  taking significant monies 
from portions of the energy industry that publicly they oppose?! The general public exhibits a 
frighten anti economics, science or math ignorance and NIMBY / BANANA mindset.   Yes, 
ingredients of fear & ignorance projected by a self destructive victim hood based on outright 
propaganda indoctrination.  

 

Yes, the general population has been bombard with an overt effort resulting in an end game a 
mfg  sabotage!  I remain shocked and disappointed that The RI AG Peter Kilmartin has publicly 
fallen in league with such a superficial political agenda constructed to sabotage the power station 
hearings and ultimate approval!   

 

One example of mfg grievance - cooling water for the gas turbines that spin the prime generators 
subsequently once heated during the cooling process is routed to a secondary steam turbine to 
spin a second electrical generator followed by a closed loop  

condenser and air evaporation cooling process.  

 

 PROJO reported that Woonsocket / Blackstone cooling water sources were among the first 
candidates  identified. Then a political campaign covered most of RI and near by MA to shut down 
water sources while dispensing misinformation by defacto environmental victim hood  terrorists ! I 
see this as overt interference in conducting legal and orderly business. 

 

In contrast the successful Johnston RI combined cycle power station utilizes piped in processed 
Cranston sewer water for cooling needs. Another example the modern clean coal Brayton Point 

mailto:todd.bianco@puc.ri.gov


MA base load Power station utilized piped in Summerset MA processed sewer water with a closed 
loop evaporation process via pollution free cooling towers. 

 

My point is that many hybird cooling solutions can be devised if the parties are committed to 
realizing a successful outcome benefiting the community and all of RI. Today unfortunately the 
Burrillville Power station hearings exhibits a stark exception to a behavior based on realizing a 
common good for the general welfare.  

 

Again, I trust that in spite of the mfg barriers that RI stays the course and the Burrillville combined 
cycle power station hearings  are successfully concluded and a subsequent implementation is 
accomplished that benefits RI and all of southern New England. 

 

William F Horan 

Engineering Fellow & Sr mgr retired 

 

1 Jean Street 

Middletown, RI 02842-4536 

401 846 5732  

 

Why must we continue to engage in that European branded group think? The evidence is 
overwhelming that 100% Alleged renewable is now a RI Branded Rhodemap to nowhere. Yes, a 
nothing burger. that must be rejected. Mark Z. Jacobson's 100% Renewables (WWS) Roadmap to 
Nowhere by...gordonmcdowell https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V2KNqluP8M0&feature=em-
uploademaillitics . 

  

WWS is low energy density and unscaleable to replace other forms of electrical generation.  
Why repeat the socialist European failure of wind, water and solar (WWS). How many times have 
we heard the untruth of Germany and Denmark as a text book success story deploying WWS.  
Energy and power comparison;•  
Power is the capacity (of an energy source ) to deliver energy. Sources are rated at their peak 
capacity,  
i.e. a coal plant may peak at 1 Giga-Watts capacity. A rooftop solar array may peak at 2 Kilo-
Watts capacity.  
• Energy is heat, work or electricity delivered to a teapot, a car or a electric motor.  
• Capacity Factor is the per cent fraction of time a Source delivers Energy.  
• A Baseload plant (coal, nuclear or gas) typically delivers at 90% CF.  
• A Solar farm typically delivers at 20% CF.  
• A Wind farm typically operates at 30% CF  
• Energy:  
• A 1 GigaWatt Baseload Plant at 90% CF delivers a 0.9 GigaWatt-years of Energy  
• A 1 GigaWatt Wind Farm at 30% CF delivers 0.3 GigaWatt-years of Energy.  
• A 1 GigaWatt daytime Solar Farm at 20% CF delivers 0.2 GigaWatt-year of Energy .  
• A GigaWatt is 10E9 Watts. A Kilo-Watt is 10E3 Watts . There are one million Kilo-Watts in a 
Giga-Watt  
The average (in US) residential home uses 11,000 KiloWatt-hours of Energy per year. EIA. There 
are 8760 hours in a year. Therefore a 1 GW source delivering continuously for a year is 8750 GW-
hours Energy  
Therefore a 1 Giga-Watt source at 100% CF would power 8760 x 10E9 Watt-hrs divided by 
11,000 Kilo-Watt hours per home = 800 thousand homes. In New England with less than average 
home use roughly a million homes. 

 

 

 

 

I would rather let this paper remain "pure" at the annual meeting after we show or state the 
conclusion of the DoE and National Grid tables: solar and wind have been a constant 2% of 
energy delivered during the past 14 years and that percentage is declining even as the number 
of installs increased "exponentially".   I just added a  "holy scripture" quote from 
ClimateReatyProject.org: i.e. 'Solar capacity has increased "4800% in the past 10 years'.. 
Probably true but on a percentage basis the energy delivered (at CapFactor 0.20 and low density 

http://www.providencejournal.com/opinion/20180107/editorial-curbing-pollution-in-real-world?__vfz=profile_comment%3D4727700013211#vf-7418000013068
http://www.providencejournal.com/opinion/20180107/editorial-curbing-pollution-in-real-world?__vfz=profile_comment%3D4727700013211#vf-7418000013068
http://www.providencejournal.com/opinion/20180107/editorial-curbing-pollution-in-real-world?__vfz=profile_comment%3D4727700013211#vf-7418000013068
http://www.providencejournal.com/opinion/20180107/editorial-curbing-pollution-in-real-world?__vfz=profile_comment%3D4727700013211#vf-7418000013068
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V2KNqluP8M0&feature=em-uploademaillitics
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V2KNqluP8M0&feature=em-uploademaillitics


around 10W/sq meter) has declined about 4 % over the same period as the world cut its nukes 
and upped its fossil (EnvironmentalProgress.org) 

 

Thanks for reading SuperFuel and Thorium: Energy Cheaper than Coal !!!- it will be good if you 
reminded the steering committee what that did for you. It might keep rotten tomatoes off my shirt! 

 

Peace, love- standing on the side of E=mc squared.  

 

Mike  

 

  



TMSR:  A Solution for Global Warming, Energy, Poverty, Ending Nuclear Arms: (Thorium Molten Salt Reactor)) 
Purpose: to educate legislators on advancements in nuclear power for the above issues.  

1. Yes, today’s nuclear reactors are based on designs developed for nuclear warfare, 

2. But almost every nuclear nation has signed the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty for disarmament                            
and peaceful use of nuclear technology.  North Korea has not. 

3. Yes we know Global Warming (GW) requires an immediate shift from fossil to low-Carbon (low-C) energy.  

4. The question:  Do we (the USA and RI) want to advance peaceful uses of nuclear technology or kill it?  
Aren’t we inviting a GW catastrophe by killing nuclear power?   Why are we killing it? 

Because we don’t care about GW or fossil fuel pollution?   No. Most care “passively”.  A small minority actively try 
to eliminate nuclear power and nuclear weapons.   Bills in the US Congress are trying to harness nuclear for GW.  

Because it killed or sickened many people?  No.  Statistically, it is the safest form of power ever even with the 
accidents. No one died or got sick at Fukushima and no one will. The level of radiation in all but the reactor itself 
went back to harmless levels (less than 100 millisieverts) in days.  The press and the public doesn’t know what a safe 
level of radiations is.  A bill in the US Congress addresses this: H.R.4675 -Low-Dose Radiation Research Act of 2017. 

Because it perpetuates weapons of war?    Many believe nations need to ban reactors to disarm.  This is true for 
plutonium weapons and old reactors however new TMSRs are ideal “furnaces” to destroy nuclear weapons while 
TMSRs can’t be used to make weapons.  We or China can give TMSRs to North Korea and Iran without worry. Bills in 
Congress address disarming using nuclear power: H.R.3853 - 115th Congress_ Nuclear Weapons Abolition and 
Economic and Energy Conversion Act;  S.512 - 115th Congress_ Nuclear Energy Innovation and Modernization Act;  
sponsored by RI Senator Sheldon Whitehouse is addressing the development of advanced reactors including designs 
that can disarm nations. Nuclear reactors to disarm?  An oxymoron?  Absolutely not – the technology is in use.  

More on nuclear weapons:   The first (Hiroshima) had no need for a reactor.  It used fissile uranium. Bad actors still make these 
bombs without reactors. The second bomb (Nagasaki) required a reactor to produce plutonium.  That reactor was then “pushed” 
into commercial power where some 600 exist or are in construction.  Yet 99% of the fuel in these reactors is unburned leaving 
highly radioactive plutonium waste that lasts for a million years.  These are Pressurized (or Boiling) Water Reactors (PWRs). 

In the Manhattan Project (WWII) scientists looked at many reactors.  Some were built and tested. Today 70 years after MP one 
of these, TMSR, has been resurrected by a group of humanist engineers.   TMSR burns 99 % of its fuel (vs 1 % for PWRs). It can 
burn the nuclear weapons stockpile.   Most importantly, TMSR is useless for making weapons but ideal for making low-C 
electricity cheaply.  TMSR cost is one fourth of a PWR due to inherent safety, unpressurized, and it can’t melt down or explode. 

 China is key to reversing GW.   China (and India) burn more coal than all other countries combined and will 
continue until the market offers a “better” fuel.  Thorium is the “ideal fuel” in the TMSR to replace all high carbon 
fuels.   If the USA wants clean energy and disarmament we must recommend politicians and citizens to Richard 
Martin’s book SuperFuel: Thorium.  SuperFuel describes US scientists’ efforts to license TMSR in the US and Canada 
only to be “redirected” by our own government to China!    Many US engineers think this was poor decision and 
many in Congress agree:   The US will lose its nuclear expertise.   China already controls the price and quality of 
renewables (low compared to US tech) because it controls key materials in solar and wind products: the 17 rare 
earth elements on the Periodic Table.  Thorium, the fuel for TMSRs comes from the same China mines as rare earths. 
China controls Thorium.  Fearing this geopolitical imbalance, 20 Congress members have drafted bills in favor of 
advanced reactors and the mining of materials to make them in the USA.  These bills deserve RI voter support 
because States decide energy types through portfolio standards and RECS (renewable energy credits). RI out of 
passive neglect and apparently fear does not address nuclear power of any sort for low-C energy.   

TMSR: perfect for power, useless for weapons.    It is easy to compare TMSRs to PWRs: TMSR physically can’t melt 
or explode.  In an emergency, terrorism or tsunami it is “inherently” safe”; it requires no backups.  Its liquid-salt fuel 
stops chain-reacting on its own; it “freezes” leaving no explosive gasses, pressurized cloud of radiation, long-lived 
radioactive waste or weapons materials requiring burial for a million years.    TMSRs are 30% more efficient than any 
power plants meaning their waste heat can warm cities or desalinate water for billions living in poverty.  Scientists 
know TMSR waste can’t make a nuclear bomb because TMSR waste contains only trace amounts of uranium or 
plutonium, the explosives needed for these weapons.   For disarmament TMSRs can use liquid fuel mixtures to 
convert uranium or plutonium weapons to useful energy.  

Nuclear power dominates low-C energy.    Today 100 PWRs supply 20 percent of all US electricity AND 54% of all 
US low-C electricity.   Nevertheless as reported by Michael Shellenberger (environmentalprogress.org): Worldwide 
the % of total electricity from nuclear declined 7 %, 1995-2016.  The % of renewables electricity also declined 4.2%; 
this percentage decline was despite “exponential” increases in wind and solar 
(solar capacity increased 4800% in the past 10 years per ClimateRealityProject. org). 
Low-density power and 20% capacity factor (time producing) for renewables 
compared to high-density, 90% CF nuclear are the reasons renewables have not  
replaced nuclear retirements.  Instead high-capacity, high-C fossil fuels are on an 
increase in the US, China, India, Japan, Germany, France and most OECD nations.  
The New England grid transmits a large fraction of nuclear energy from surrounding 
states.   Each plant powers a million homes.  According to National Grid’s actual 
measured usage (Exhibit 1), if we kill nuclear, RI low-C energy usage is cut in half,                             
the………………………………................the  remainder being almost entirely imported hydro.   

Rhode Island: 
50% of RI low-C 
energy is nuclear. 
46% is  hydro.  
Anything else?  
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_disarmament
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_power


What happens if we kill nuclear use in RI?   RI high-C usage is currently natural gas; it would climb from 66% to 79 % 
of our RI energy usage.  Solar and wind in RI equals the national average of 2 % for the last 14 years per DoE chart Ex 
1.  Therefore National Grid’s actual measured usage shows that without nuclear, RI energy will be 79% high-C + 19% 
hydro + 2% renewables, a 20% backward slide in our Carbon footprint as we kill nuclear in our local grid.  So the 
question remains: Should RI join other states supporting nuclear to stop GW with portfolio standards and RECS? Or 
should we remain passive quoting nuclear investor Bill Gates waiting for an energy “miracle”? 

Eco-Ethics Doubletalk?   Renewables in RI are favored with mandated RECs or RPS (renewables portfolio standards).  
RI has yet to join other states to add low-C nuclear to portfolio standards to keep the 50% of RI low-C energy that is 
already nuclear.   (Exhibit 1).  Nuclear is campaigned against by national opponents (e.g. big oil) and some 
environmental groups for illogical reasons.  The current administration’s illogical “lumping” of high-C coal with low-C 
nuclear could deny us nuclear-powered CO2 “extractors” to combat GW. Extractors need very dense clean energy to 
remove carbon.   Environmental groups who lump coal with nuclear as “dirty fuels” confuse the public and diminish 
their organizations’ credibility.   TMSRs can change the national nuclear discourse, erasing radiation and weapon 
fears associated with PWRs while introducing these positive TMSR benefits: (1) actually reversing GW, (2) solving 
radiation and waste issues and (3) providing the physical means for weapons disposal/disarmament. Radiation! First 
it takes education to displace the long held erroneous “belief” that nuclear power radiation is strong and dangerous 
like nuclear weapons radiation.  This bill can correct this:  H.R.4675 -Low-Dose Radiation Research Act of 2017. 

The world GW problem:  In world energy growth terms (tonnes and cubic feet):  more coal, oil and gas is being 
burned so the modest goals of the Paris Accord are unachievable.   The US, despite conservation and the shift to less 
polluting Natural Gas will continue to be a major cause of GW if we don’t replace our aged fleet of reactors with Gen 
III (e.g. Westinghouse AP-1000) or better yet Gen IV designs like TMSR. Both are being built in China.   The Obama 
Administration believes it acted ethically when it gave to China the best, according to James Hanson the only real 
climate solution: U.S. designed “TMSRs” to halt and reverse GW to pre-industrial levels.  CO2 can be removed from 
the biosphere safely by a temporary doubling of carbon-free energy (nuclear) for about 20 years. Without nuclear 
we are resigned to costly “mitigation” schemes that do not address the obvious long-term solution carbon removal. 
Extractors must be fueled with a carbon-free fuel, lots of it.  (Solar and wind are not fuels.) Walls around New York 
City, dams in Narragansett Bay and coastal cities on stilts are temporary.     Halting and removing carbon with TMSRs 
is far cheaper and permanent until the next ice age 100,000 years away after we destroy nuclear weapons!  See HR 
4084 Nuclear Innovation Capabilities Act which aims to bring back into USA the technology to defeat GW.  

Lack of energy leads to world poverty, declining living standards, poor health, and wars.  One fourth to one third 
of the world uses wood and dung for heat and cooking, have inadequate sanitation and no access to clean water. To 
correct this requires more energy and infrastructure to levelize world prosperity.  Imperfect nations and leaders 
throughout history used technologies to remove inequality   or for greed and war.   Born into a democracy, we are 
blessed, but if we ignore or abandon our best technologies we give away our liberties.  Humanist engineers know 
this: Generation IV nuclear TMSR is the best technology now for these most serious issues of now. We also know 
now is the future in GW terms.  TMSR can make the world safer (disarmed), prosperous (resources) and healthy 
(heat and sanitation) only if an educated populace understands it and changes the political landscape. 

 Rhode Island’s passive energy future?   If all PWR reactors in New England are shut down and not 
replaced:  RI cuts its low-C fuel usage 50% and raises its high-C fuel usage to 70% of delivered energy 
regardless of where it is produced. Some people want to produce zero baseload energy in RI so we can 
brag about being green “green”.  This is nonsensical eco-double talk. 
What can we do in RI? Here are some ideas from the Congressional bills named above in the current Congress: 

1. Educate ourselves on nuclear reactors: What are the Gen IV choices? What is radiation? How much is good or 
bad?  What are the health effects from radiation vs coal/chemical pollution, oil/gas explosions, and fracking?   

2. Educate RI politicians, Public Utilities Commission, and Federal Energy Regulatory Commission on benefits of 
dispersed, modular, small Gen IV reactors using existing transmission infrastructure.  Is Gen IV thorium a 
renewable, resilient, reliable resource?  Can it run out?  Is it hard, expensive or dangerous to mine? 

3. Encourage local and State legislators to support national efforts (study Senator Whitehouse’s bipartisan 
advanced nuclear bills e.g. S97).  Then support his leadership advocating States legislation to include existing 
low-C nuclear in RI portfolio standards and RECs.  

4. Pass resolutions at the town and state level to create an Advanced (Gen IV) Nuclear Design and Safety Study 
in RI.   We have a superb confluence of scientists at NUWC, Raytheon, and General Dynamics and others. We 
have radiation experts in our Hospitals to explain levels of radiation. 

5. Hold a university hosted symposium of startups and industry to explore the potential of manufacturing small 
modular reactors at Quonset Point. 

6. Encourage/facilitate a private consortium of startups and industry to build MSR/TMSR reactors on assembly 
lines at Quonset point – like car engines they require no fuel until they are sited.  There is no radiation during 
manufacture or radiation hazard transporting thorium fuel.  Thousands of jobs with markets worldwide:   
energy is 10 $trillion a year, the biggest commodity on earth. One one-thousandth of that accruing to RI is 
more than the $9B RI annual budget underwritten by us the taxpayers, many of us fleeing the state.  

7. Encourage legislation to make RI an energy R&D and manufacturing preferred zone (tax, incentives, bonds, 
Federal grants) for advanced nuclear technology. See comparable State bills in Idaho, CA, and Texas.  

For more information, educational materials or events contact engineers (such as): 
Michael Armenia (CaptBirdFish@gmail.com , 401-626-5840 
Robert Kieronski (rnrower@msn.com , 401-871-4471 

mailto:CaptBirdFish@gmail.com
mailto:rnrower@msn.com
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France bans fracking and oil extraction in all of its
territories

Agence France-Presse

French parliamentarians have passed a law banning fossil fuel extraction. President Macron says
he wants France to lead the world with switch to renewables

Wed 20 Dec 2017 06.27 EST

France’s parliament has passed into law a ban on producing oil and gas by 2040, a largely
symbolic gesture as the country is 99% dependent on hydrocarbon imports.

In Tuesday’s vote by show of hands, only the rightwing Republicans party opposed, while
leftwing lawmakers abstained.

No new permits will be granted to extract fossil fuels and no existing licences will be renewed
beyond 2040, when all production in mainland France and its overseas territories will stop.

Socialist lawmaker Delphine Batho said she hoped the ban would be “contagious”, inspiring
bigger producers to follow suit.

https://www.theguardian.com/world/france
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France extracts the equivalent of about 815,000 tonnes of oil per year – an amount produced in a
few hours by Saudi Arabia.

But centrist president Emmanuel Macron has said he wants France to take the lead as a major
world economy switching away from fossil fuels – and the nuclear industry – into renewable
sources.

His government plans to stop the sale of diesel and petrol engine cars by 2040 as well.

Above all the ban will affect companies prospecting for oil in the French territory of Guyana in
South America, while also banning the extraction of shale gas by any means – its extraction by
fracking was banned in 2011.

Since you’re here …
… we have a small favour to ask. More people are reading the Guardian than ever but advertising
revenues across the media are falling fast. And unlike many news organisations, we haven’t put
up a paywall – we want to keep our journalism as open as we can. So you can see why we need to
ask for your help. The Guardian’s independent, investigative journalism takes a lot of time,
money and hard work to produce. But we do it because we believe our perspective matters –
because it might well be your perspective, too.

I appreciate there not being a paywall: it is more democratic for the media to be available for all and
not a commodity to be purchased by a few. I’m happy to make a contribution so others with less
means still have access to information. Thomasine, Sweden
If everyone who reads our reporting, who likes it, helps fund it, our future would be much more
secure. For as little as $1, you can support the Guardian – and it only takes a minute. Thank you.

Support The Guardian

Topics
Fossil fuels
Shale oil
Oil (Environment)
Energy
France
Oil (Business)

https://support.theguardian.com/contribute?REFPVID=jgfn13nqbocu8kf61bft&INTCMP=gdnwb_copts_memco_kr1_epic_ask_four_earning_control&acquisitionData=%7B%22source%22%3A%22GUARDIAN_WEB%22%2C%22componentId%22%3A%22gdnwb_copts_memco_kr1_epic_ask_four_earning_control%22%2C%22componentType%22%3A%22ACQUISITIONS_EPIC%22%2C%22campaignCode%22%3A%22gdnwb_copts_memco_kr1_epic_ask_four_earning_control%22%2C%22abTest%22%3A%7B%22name%22%3A%22ContributionsEpicAskFourEarning%22%2C%22variant%22%3A%22control%22%7D%2C%22referrerPageviewId%22%3A%22jgfn13nqbocu8kf61bft%22%2C%22referrerUrl%22%3A%22https%3A%2F%2Fwww.theguardian.com%2Fenvironment%2F2017%2Fdec%2F20%2Ffrance-bans-fracking-and-oil-extraction-in-all-of-its-territories%22%7D
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/fossil-fuels
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/shale-oil
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/oil
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/energy
https://www.theguardian.com/world/france
https://www.theguardian.com/business/oil
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Bianco, Todd (PUC)

From: Sally Mendzela <salgalpal@hotmail.com>

Sent: Wednesday, December 20, 2017 12:12 PM

To: Bianco, Todd (PUC)

Subject: [EXTERNAL] : timely and relevant

Follow Up Flag: Follow up

Flag Status: Flagged

Hi Todd, 

 

 

 

I've not selected for my message itself to be underlined, but here it is. Please read and share with the board. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2017/dec/20/france-bans-fracking-and-oil-extraction-in-all-of-

its-territories?CMP=share_btn_fb 

 

https://350.org/press-release/divest-new-york-victory/ 

 

 

 

 

THANKS, 

Sally 

 

Sent from Outlook 



































































































































































Todd, I am a retired engineer specializing in power/energy systems. 30 yrs USN, 30 yrs industry. I have 

developed or actually built nuclear, hydro, wind and solar under Contracts for DoE, and the Defense 

Department. I have also evaluated numerous advanced energy designs from other companies in my capacities in 

industry and the Navy.  

 

I have published my opinions in news papers and public presentations. I attach my latest opinion piece for 

consideration by the PUC in support of the Burriville natural gas plant proposal.   

 

I have been active in my retirement on advanced nuclear technology, i.e. The international consortium of 

Generation IV reactor designs.   If you or PUC would like a briefing on these technologies I would be happy to 

meet with the Commission.  

 

I am in favor of increasing the in-state supply of natural gas power sources as the logical step to a lower carbon 

world footprint and an eventual shift to baseload nucler fission (near term) and fusion (far term). 

 

Michael Armenia 

CAPT, USN (ret). 

Engineering R&D Officer 

22 Damon St, Newport RI 

 

401-626-5840 

  



Feb 28, 2018.  

Great news Rhode Island: Our renewables have increased 300% in just one year!  

Don’t throw away your Feb National Grid energy bill without looking at the annual insert “Electricity Facts” 

which details the suppliers of electric energy in and to RI for the past year (June 2016 – June 2017).  If you read 

the numbers it is clear that Natural Gas – both in state and imported comprises nearly 50% of RI energy (42% in 

state, 4% imported and 5%  from landfill gas). 

I am amused at headline “facts” from environmental groups that “100s of cities worldwide get their power 

“substantially” from renewables.  If you actually read the text behind these claims it is easy to see these cities 

get their renewable energy from hydroelectric dams in countries other than USA.  According to NGrid, RI gets 

15% of its energy from hydro, mostly from Canada, and 16% from nuclear from surrounding states.  RI gets 31% 

of its annual energy from carbon free nuclear and hydro.  Over the past 2 years (using the NGrid stats) both 

hydro and nuclear energy delivered have increased in RI both by about 7% each.  

 

So what about solar and wind?   Here’s a headline from salespeople who knock on my door to sell solar panels: 

“solar photovoltaic capacity has increased 60% in the past year”.  From sales forces selling wind credits:  “wind 

capacity has increased 300% in the past year” in RI.    These statements are true for capacity but capacity is not 

the same as energy delivered because of intermittent operation without storage.   NGrid’s insert tells the real 

story: solar capacity delivers less than 1% of energy delivered and wind at a slightly increased annual 2.4% 

delivered.   

How about this headline:  Nuclear provides 50% of RI carbon free energy. Hydro provides 46% of RI carbon free 

energy.   (Solar and wind provide less than 2% carbon free energy delivered.)   

The bottom line:  If we close nuclear plants in New England then RI goes from 66% high carbon  (natural gas) to 

83% high carbon energy as more gas replaces nuclear hundreds of times faster (denser)than solar and wind 

could ever hope to. Natural gas is a dense fuel with at least 50% lower carbon content than coal.  It is the 

quickest way to reduce greenhouse gas accumulation.  If we don’t pipe it in, we will get truck caravans of oil into 

the state in the winter (just happened) and shiploads of NG from our Gulf and even Russia into Boston to supply 

New England (just happened).   

We should think about nuclear power (and burn nuclear weapons) if it we want to save the planet from total 

extinction. Nuclear is as green and clean as solar and wind even considering the 60 year old designs that were 

frozen in time and melted.  Also think about radiation.  Isn’t that the treatment for cancer? How much radiation 

do we get every day from natural background vs a melted nuclear power plant?  Take a look at existing federal 

and states’ legislation (NY, CT, IL, and NJ) to keep plants on line and build modern ones that can’t melt down.  

Can RI follow these states to subsidize nuclear in RI Renewable Energy Credits (RECs) and Renewable Portfolio 

Standards (RPS) right alongside solar and wind?  Nuclear, solar and wind make great bedfellows - all carbon free.   

Together these can kill coal and eventually natural gas.  Fighting each other will insure continuing political 

dissention that big oil funds and applauds. Yes big oil funds all sides, just like Russia which is building nuclear 

plants faster than anyone. China is closely behind.  Will they save the world?  

 

Michael Armenia, 22 Damon St, Newport RI   02840  401-626-5840 
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